
 

 

Company Profile 

 

 About us  

Our long love story for wood is about authentic values and original ideas, accurate knowledge 

and inclination on innovation, set in the magic atmosphere of Salento, a land full of workshops 

and artisans. 

Established in 1992, Alberani Parketti represents an Italian excellence in the field of the two-

layer, pre-finished wooden floorings. We hold traditional artisanship and wood culture, and 

match our manufacturing passion to the complete satisfaction of our customers, in order to 

create a unique and reliable wooden flooring. 

Lepark Società Cooperativa, since September 2014, manages the Alberani Parketti brand. 

 

 Mission  

Through our strong sustainable identity, the selection of the finest certified raw materials, eco-

friendly glues and finishes we want to guarantee households wholesomeness and the well-

being of those who choose it. 

With our profound spirit of innovation, full of suggestions and influences from the world of 

design and technological research, we aim to turn our wooden floorings into a remarkable 

symbol of exclusivity, creativity and naturalness. 

 

 Brand  

Collaborating with outstanding international designers and project managers, Alberani Parketti 

is continually looking forward to new ideas and innovative projects. 

Our experience in the industrialized production led us to aim to perfection in every production 

step. Strict process controls and high quality standards characterize our products.  

Our wooden floorings are innovative, but still traditional and we reinvented our posing 

geometries, though keeping them authentic and essential. 



 

 Wooden floorings  

The Alberani Parketti Parquet, 100% Made in Italy, is composed by a noble wood’s layer and a 

phenolic birch plywood layer. The offer is very complete and various thanks to the twelve 

woods treated, including Oak, Teak, Olive and Walnut. The different processes (including hand 

planning), finishings (natural oil, wax, varnish..) and colorations make the Alberani Parketti 

collection unique and inimitable. 

We are also specialized in staircases coating in each type of woods and finishings available for 

parquet. 

 

 Certificates 

Every production step is entirely held in our factory in Nociglia, in the province of Lecce. We can 

therefore guarantee the traceability of the materials we use, and control our high performing 

processes. 

We use precious natural essences, with scrupulous spirit of respect for our natural heritage. 

Lepark Società Cooperativa has the Certification of Conformity to Standard UNI EN ISO 

9001: 2015 of her Quality Management System for the production of Prefinished Wood Floors. 

Alberani Parketti parquet has the Certification of Constancy of Performance (Standard EN14342: 

2013, CE Marking) for Espace and Cover Lak. 

Test results attest that Fire Reaction complies with Bfls1 Class, Formaldehyde Release complies 

with E1 emission limits, Pentachlorophenol concentration is inferior to 5 ppm. 

 

 Contacts  

Lepark Società Cooperativa, Zona Industriale 73020 Nociglia, LE, Italy  

Phone: (+39) 0836 936756, www.alberani.it, info@alberani.it, lepark@pec.it. 

 

 


